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Abstract: 

 This research examines the interactions between gameplay and narrative in Dear Esther 

(thechineseroom, 2012), Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), Batman: 

Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) and Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010).

 The literature review presents a brief chronology on the history of gameplay and narrative 

interaction, before moving on to illuminate the ways in which narrative is presented to players and how this 

effects the player’s experience. 

 The methodology presents a two-pronged, qualitative method. This involves case studies and 

interviews, and is designed to analyse, contrast and compare the interactions between different narrative 

delivery methods and gameplay. 

 The findings detail the different gameplay narrative interactions, highlighting the interactions between 

gameplay mechanics and themes, cutscenes and gameplay, scripting and gameplay, artifacts and gameplay 

and narrative structure and gameplay structure. 

 The study concludes that, whilst there is no silver bullet for narrative and gameplay interaction, by 

focussing on the type of game being made and the appropriate balance between narrative assonance and 

player agency, it is possible to create compelling narrative and gameplay interactions.
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Introduction

Topic Definition 

Analysing the use of narrative delivery methods and their affect on gameplay in Dear Esther 

(thechineseroom, 2012), Dead Space 2 (Visceral  Games, 2011), Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), Batman: 

Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) and Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010).

 This study challenges the view that traditional view that narrative and gameplay are incompatible in 

interactive mediums, and addresses the lack of current and relevant research into how the various narrative 

delivery methods interact with gameplay and, ultimately, effect a player’s experience. 

 The specific research area of this study is games theory. There is an opportunity to explore problems 

experienced by both industry professionals and academics and, as a Masters’ student in Digital media who 

has completed modules in game design, creative writing and scriptwriting, the researcher is perfectly placed 

to approach such study with both breadth and understanding. 

Aims and Objectives

The research aims for this dissertation are to:

• Identify different methods for providing the player with narrative in Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 

2012), Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), Batman: Arkham City 

(Rocksteady Studios, 2011) and Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010).

• Analyse, contrast and compare the interactions between these different narrative delivery methods, 

gameplay, and game structure, and how they effect player experience.

• Provide insights into successful strategies for integrating narrative and gameplay and suggest ways 

to avoid pitfalls, based on professional insight and examples.

 The inspiration for this research was generated by article about Dan Pinchbeck (Creative Director at 

game studio thechineseroom) where he referred to story as a “gameplay device” (Blessener, 2011). This 

seemed a unique way to view an often debated problem. Research in area of narrative techniques in games 

spans a number of years, from the ludology/narratology debates (Frasca, 1999) through to the current 

practical design discussions. Whilst it was common to view of stories and games as separate entities, 
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modern videogames often combine them. Today, players’ experience is influenced by the gameplay, 

narrative, and their interactions. Whilst the quantity of literature discussing practical design solutions is ever-

increasing, there remains a divide between those who believe that narrative and games can work in parallel 

and those who believe that they are fundamentally different. 

 This research will include a chronology of the literature from the previous two decades, documenting 

the changes made in narrative delivery in games during that time. A comprehensive list of narrative delivery 

methods will  be compiled, and an exploration into the ways in which the literature sees the interaction 

between these narrative delivery methods and gameplay will be conducted. The literature review will also 

analyse theorists’ views on how narrative should be implemented into a game. 

 Using this information, combined with case studies and insight from a number of industry experts, 

the research aims to address the lack of detail surrounding the nature of interactions between narrative 

delivery methods and gameplay in the current literature.

 The research will conclude that both gameplay and narrative are important elements in the complex 

systems which make up videogames. It will also discuss the relative importance of these interactions to a 

game’s system, which remains a surprisingly a divisive topic amongst industry professionals. 

 In this way the research will  complete its stated aims, using literature and qualitative research 

methods to gather such information as to add valid conclusions to a debate which has been ongoing for two 

decades. This, in an era when narrative in games is increasingly pervasive, and the cost of making games 

climbs ever higher, is vital for studios to fully understand. 
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Indicative Literature Review

Chronology of Gameplay and Narrative

 “Gameplay vs story. Mechanics vs Narrative. Reconciling these has been a basic tenet of critical 

 game thinking for as long as I can remember” (Kelly, 2012).

 Gameplay and narrative integration has been a point of debate for many years in the videogames 

industry. Early debate centred around the disparate views of narratology and ludology, with narratologists 

stating that videogames were “an expansion of traditional  narrative or drama” (Frasca, 1999) based on the 

principle that “narrative structures our perception of both cultural artifacts and the world around us” (Felluga, 

2011). Ludologists argued that whilst videogames “can produce narrative sequences ... producing narrative 

and being narrative are different things” (Frasca, 1999). 

 However, over the past decade, the importance of games with a narrative (often comprising settings, 

intricate lore and characters) has increased to the point that nine of the top ten games in the UK All Format 

Game Chart for May 11th, 2013 have narrative components (GfK Chart-Track, 2013). As such, more recent 

literature places greater focus not on whether narrative belongs in games, but rather on different ways of 

incorporating narrative. Writers are looking for practical  solutions to these challenges, rather than focussing 

on the debate between narratology and ludology, which Howard suggested in 2008 was “starting to wind 

down” (Howard, 2008: p p. xi). However, with writers such as Feil  stating that “story does not belong in 

games” (2009: pp.30) the the discussion is far from settled.

 A decade ago effects like “character’s mouths open and closing in sync with the dialogue” (Sikora, 

2002: pp. 276) were changing the approach of designers who were previously limited by “old design 

philosophies and techniques that were developed solely to avoid problems such as limited memory and 

backing storage” (Baggaley, 2002: pp.280). Game writers of the era acknowledged that the reasonably linear 

commercial games of the time meant that they could take advantage “of some traditional techniques from 

fully linear media such as novels and movies” (Baggaley, 2002: pp.278). This literature from the early 2000s 

shows a clear move towards practical problem solving over academic  discussion, but it raises further 

questions. The focus on using movie based storytelling and scriptwriting techniques ignored the central issue 

of videogames being an interactive medium, requiring different solutions to the problem of narrative 

implementation to that of novels and movies. 
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 As the decade progressed game writers acknowledged that they “are exploring a new art form that is 

still in its infancy” (Erickson, 2009 pp.11) and that different storytelling approaches were required to maximise 

the narrative potential  in a “singular unique medium that can be considered a container for all other media 

that came before it” (Shirinian, 2010). Thomas Grip, the co-founder of Frictional Games, suggested that this 

was yet to be achieved and, for all of the technological advances, “similar games separated by 20 years like 

Uncharted and Another World have, in the end, relatively similar types of gameplay and storytelling 

combined” (Carless, 2012). Despite this, many current writers who agree that “games and narratives are not 

fundamentally in conflict and can complement each other” (Howard, 2008: pp. xi) are addressing the broad 

issues and fine detail that goes into communicating narrative in games and, crucially for this research, the 

ways in which narrative and gameplay interact. 

 

Definitions

 The video games field is still young and “terms and definitions are not standardised and 

disagreements on language are common” (Barry, 2010: pp. 63). As such, it is important to define the terms 

narrative and gameplay, as they are currently understood, so the type of interactions being analysed are  in 

turn clearly understood. 

 A simple definition of narrative as “the story our games tells” (Posey, 2008: pp. 55) is insufficient. It 

appears to define narrative as story, which Dansky critiscises by stating “The greatest mistake that is made 

in defining game narrative is to reduce it to story and story alone” (2007a: pp. 1). In contrast Barry suggests 

that a game’s story is “the space of your game and everything that fits inside it: the combined total of all 

areas, elements, and states” (Barry, 2010: pp. 120). However this definition doesn’t explain either story or 

narrative in a videogame; the definition is too broad. Barry is describing the content of a game and labelling 

this content the story, giving the impression of story being a static backdrop to gameplay. A better definition 

of narrative in games comes from Dansky, who claims that narrative is “the methods by which the story 

materials are communicated to the audience” (Dansky, 2007a: pp. 1). This definition provides a modern take 

on the role of narrative in games, and allows for the fact that much of the narrative is communicated through 

gameplay. It is this premise that this research seeks to explore. 

 There is greater universal consensus over a definition of gameplay. A simple definition is offered by 

Shirinian provides a defitnition where “Any action in the game that occurs by way of interaction between the 

player and the game” (2010). There are many potential  interactions between player and game in 

videogames but most games are defined by a few core gameplay mechanics, “distinctive and fundamental 

sequences of actions and results that players repeat throughout the game to advance” (Barry, 2010: pp. 90). 
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 It is the differences between how games use these gameplay mechanics, and how these mechanics 

interact with narrative, that will  form the core of the research in this project. The combination of Dansky’s 

definition of narrative and a comprehensive view of gameplay provides an excellent base from which to 

explore the case studies. 

 

Gameplay, Narrative and the Player’s Experience

 Throughout the literature, it is evident that both narrative and gameplay contribute to the players’ 

experience. Players’ experience is a fundamental part of design and is created from “game mechanics, 

graphic  art, sounds, settings and narratives and everything all at once” (Barry, 2010: pp. 83). What is not 

immediately obvious is how those components interact to create an experience. This researcher believes the 

best way to explore these interactions is to first establish the goals of gameplay and narrative, before 

breaking down narrative and gameplay into their component elements and exploring the common design 

challenges facing developers.

 Boon explains that there are three types of narrative players experience in a game: formal, implicit 

(sometimes called ‘emergent’) and interactive narrative (Boon, 2007: pp.45-46). Implicit narrative involves 

“the interaction of elements within the game system to develop events that may be interpreted by the player 

as story” (Boon, 2007: pp.45). An example would be any “story” which appears whilst playing a sports game. 

Formal narrative is “storytelling delivered via prescripted methods” (Boon, 2007: pp.46), such as cutscenes 

or dialogue. Interactive narrative “combines implicit and formal narrative” so that “the majority of narrative 

elements are presented to the player in response to the player’s actions” (Boon, 2007: pp.46). Heavy Rain 

(Quantic  Dream, 2010) is an example of interactive narrative, because the story varies depending on the 

player’s success in certain tasks. 

 Irrespective of the type of narrative, the literature suggests that the goals for that narrative (and its 

interactions with gameplay) in a game are the same. Immersion is highlighted as a key goal of game design, 

with the aim that the “moment to moment experience be so compelling that the player is completely drawn 

into the game and the ‘real’ world disappears” (Bates, 2001: pp. 26). Immersion can be created through 

gameplay mechanics, be it “intellectual  immersion ... players are fed a constant stream of abstract decisions 

to make” or “games focussing on action, hand-eye co-ordination and personal  identification between the 

player and the hero” (Laramee, 2002: pp.61). This type of immersion, created through gameplay and ”the 

player’s love of the game and the strategy that goes into it” (MacMahon, 2003: pp. 68), is termed non-

diegetic immersion. However, it is important to notice here that narrative language (“personal identification 

between the player and the hero” (Laramee, 2002: pp.61)) was creeping into Laramee’s concept of 

immersion in action games. The use of narrative can create diegetic immersion, where “the player is caught 
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up in the world of the game’s story” (MacMahon, 2003: pp. 68). Dansky concurs, highlighting that narrative 

can provide “context for game events, and a sufficiently believable context provides immersion” (Dansky, 

2007a: pp. 5). This is key to this research; believable, contextual narrative can improve immersion. 

 The ability of narrative to support gameplay does not stop there. One of videogame’s “hallmark 

aesthetics” has been that of mastery, the “satisfaction of a job well done and well tried” (Barry, 2010: pp. 83). 

In a narrative-driven adventure, mastery could be experienced as narrative elements “revealed gradually, 

delivered as rewards for achieving in-game goals” (Dansky, 2007a: pp. 6). These could be seen as rewards 

in-and-of themselves, or as heightening the reward experienced by the player for completing a challenging  

section of gameplay. Barry also lists the ability to stir a range of emotions as another goal a game should 

have, because “players can be motivated by a desire to change their mood or just to experience new 

feelings” (Barry, 2010: pp. 83). Mateas and Stern echo this, explaining that a narrative can allow the player to 

transform themselves into something else for the duration of a game experience, changing the player’s mood 

or emotions, and taking the player on a journey of personal transformation (Mateas and Stern, 2006).

 Narrative can also provide additional  qualities to a player’s game experience. Dansky highlights 

identification, the player’s ability to understand the world and connect with the characters, as another clear 

benefit of having a narrative component in a game (2007a: pp. 6). However, there appears to be a great deal 

of crossover here with Dansky’s definition of immersion. Context, understanding and believability are key 

parts of immersion, so to single identification out as an additional benefit of narrative is inadvisable. A 

concept which appears far more important is that of agency, which is defined as “empowerment that comes 

from being able to take action in a world whose effects relate to the player’s intentions” (Mateas and Stern, 

2006). Agency is also highlighted by Boon (2007: pp.63) and Sterling (2010: pp.158) as a crucial part of 

game narrative. By giving the player agency in terms of the narrative, possibly through controlled choices 

(e.g. choosing one door over another), the player’s experience will be enhanced because they feel they are 

influencing the world and controlling the outcome of the game (Boon 2007: pp.63). 

 With the number of goals they share the idea that narrative and gameplay are incompatible, that 

“story does not belong in games” (Feil, 2009: pp.30), is rendered somewhat moot in the context of this 

project. Players might not experience a true story, but there are clearly ways that narrative and gameplay 

can support each other within videogames.

Narrative Delivery Methods 

 Having established that narrative and gameplay can have the same goals and complementary 

outcomes, it is now important to establish how narrative is delivered to the player. Gameplay mechanics can 
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be infinitely varied but there are a number of agreed narrative delivery methods that are more or less 

common across all genres. 

 In modern console games, dialogue is often used for “advancing story and conveying 

information” (Dille and Zuur Platten, 2007: pp. 24). The principle advantage of dialogue is that designers 

have “a lot of flexibility in how your characters will talk and interact with each other” (Dille and Zuur Platten, 

2007: pp. 24). Dille and Zuur Platten agree with Chris Bateman that instructional information can be 

communicated through dialogue, offering a “trail  of breadcrumbs via dialogue” (Bateman, 2007: pp.91). 

Dialogue can also be used for cutscenes, which “generally call  for dialogue” and are “essentially non-

interactive” sequences used to convey story which “can’t be conveyed through the game itself” (Dansky, 

2007b: pp. 127). 

 Cutscenes, pre-rendered non-interactive sequences, can be used to reward players, but can also be 

used to setup the plot of a game (or level), to introduce new play areas, and to establish rules and 

expectations (Dille and Zuur Platten, 2007: pp. 23). Cutscenes, however, are not a panacea for perfect game 

narrative. Whilst they are separate from gameplay this does not mean they do not interact with gameplay 

and effect the player’s experience. Cutscenes can indeed potentially “disrupt the pacing of the 

narrative” (Dansky, 2007b: pp. 135). Where developers think they are rewarding the player with a cutscene, 

they might actually be blocking them from pursuing their next objective. Designers must acknowledge that 

many players will  try to “skip over the narrative and get to the action” (Dille and Zuur Platten, 2007: pp. 2) 

and can “lose touch with the story entirely” (Dansky, 2007b: pp. 135). Additionally, narrative delivered in 

cutscenes can result in players experiencing a “forced failure” or “theft of rewards” (Dansky, 2007b: pp. 

135-136), both of which punish the player for their success. So, whilst it is clear that “many players enjoy that 

well-orchestrated cutscene” (Stirling, 2010: pp.155), research has showed us that simply using cutscenes 

does not guarantee effective gameplay and narrative interaction. 

 A close relation of the cutscene is the scripted event. Scripted events are sections which are 

triggered by certain actions from the player, starting an automated sequence which is repeatable and 

controlled by the designer. As Dansky explains, in the case of scripted events, these are generally limited by 

the game engine, “if the game can’t do it, the scripted event can’t either” (Dansky, 2007b: pp. 129). Scripted 

events are different from cutscenes because, rather than having control removed entirely, the player “no 

longer has entire control over what he sees and does” (Stirling, 2010: pp. 155).

 Narrative can be communicated through in-game artifacts. Artifacts can be objects such as “letters, 

journals, photos  ... that contain information that advance the narrative” (Stirling, 2010: pp.156). Often 

hidden, artifacts have the advantage, when found, of leaving the player “feeling in control” (Stirling, 2010: pp.

156). However, as they are often optional, generally designers tend to ensure that key plot information is not 
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conveyed through in-game artifacts. Equally, a player needs to invest time reading or understanding these 

artifacts, which can often demand “literally hours” of a player’s time or an understanding of an item’s 

“symbolic significance” (Dansky, 2007a: pp. 4). 

 It must be acknowledged that the narrative delivery methods mentioned thus far are methods for 

delivering formal narrative. There are other ways to experience narrative, often through details of the world 

within which the game is played. When thinking about game narrative it is important to remember that “no 

part of the game promotes and reinforces immersion more than the locations that the player travels 

through” (Feil, 2009: pp. 33). For example, Irrational  Games’ recent Bioshock (2007) and Bioshock Infinite 

(2013) communicate a vast amount of narrative detail  to the player through their settings, whether it is the 

“objectivist, Liberatarian ethos” of Rapture or the “temple of American Imperialism wrapped up in evangelical 

faith” that is Columbia (Owens, 2012). These all help to create the implicit narrative. 

 It isn’t only the environment that communicates narrative, it is also the characters. The use of 

character to extend narrative provides exciting opportunities for of writers and designers, but can also create  

challenging pitfalls. How the “character interacts with the gameplay” is the “game purpose” of that character 

(Walsh, 2007: pp.105). What the same character does “for the plot to function” is the character’s “narrative 

purpose” (Walsh, 2007: pp.105). If these two purposes conflict, it can create “dissonance between what it is 

about as a game, and what it is about as a story”; a “ludonarrative dissonance” (Hocking, 2007). Here the 

player will  experience a story that is telling them one thing through the cutscenes, but another through the 

character actions. Guardian columnist Keith Stuart highlights the Uncharted (Naughty Dog, 2007 - 2012) 

series as suffering from this problem, with the character Nathan Drake depicted in the story sequences “as a 

charming loveable rogue, but in the interactive sections of the games, he guns down hundreds of 

people” (Stuart, 2012). As Hocking explains, this has the potential  to be “disturbing” (Hocking, 2007) to the 

player. Here, Walsh takes a counter-position, using the example of Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas 

(Rockstar, 2004) to explain that whilst there is a disconnect between a character’s gameplay purpose and 

narrative purpose, the narrative is bridges this gap, helping to enhance an “illusion that there is connectivity 

between the plot and the free-roaming play” (Walsh, 2007: pp.107).

 Clearly conveying narrative to the player and understanding its impact on gameplay (likewise 

understand gameplay mechanics influence on the player’s experience of the narrative) is an area of game 

design with many challenges and much debate remains over the impacts and outcomes of certain 

techniques. 
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Game and Gameplay Structure

 So far the literature has addressed the moment to moment interactions between gameplay and 

narrative, and how the gameplay and narrative are delivered to the player. It is also important to consider 

that games last a period of time, and that many gameplay types are defined by a specific structure. For 

instance, games can adhere to a domain structure, made up of “overworld and dungeon” (Boon, 2007: pp.

57), a “contiguous” (Boon, 2007: pp.60) structure like that of Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (Rockstar, 

2004) (where the player can go anywhere at any time), or a linear structure (which can be continuous or 

level based) (Boon, 2007: pp.57-59). Some argue that regardless of a game’s structure, gameplay is “always 

a linear experience” (Baggaley, 2002: pp.278), with the player not able to “turn left and right at the same 

time” (Baggaley, 2002: pp.278). 

 Also structure, it must be understood, “is important to any story” (Boon, 2007: pp.57). Simply put,  

narrative is in large part responsible for the player’s experience of a game, and in turn a game’s structure is 

in large part responsible for how the narrative is experienced. Therefore it seems logical  that the narrative 

structure within a game should marry up with the chosen game structure. For example, in a game with a 

contiguous structure, such as Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (Rockstar, 2004), the game’s writer should 

acknowledge that the narrative structure “needs to allow the player the sort of freedom a sandbox game 

usually demands” (Saad, 2009: pp.138). 

 Whilst gameplay generally is experienced in a linear way, as per Baggaley’s argument, the narrative 

structure can be non-linear. Game narrative can implement a “branching plot” in order that “a player’s 

choices have a large impact on the development of the story” (Stirling, 2010: pp. 147). For example, games 

such as Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) and Deus Ex: Human Revolution (Eidos Montreal, 2011) implement 

choice systems so the player can conscientiously influence the game’s narrative, increasing agency. Heavy 

Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) also has a branching plot, only in this case the plot branches are influenced by 

success or failure during certain gameplay sequences rather than by explicit choices by the player. DeMarle 

however, writing about nonlinear narrative structure, warns that a nonlinear narrative does not guarantee 

greater agency or a better player experience. Using Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (Rockstar, 2004) as an 

example, DeMarle explains that a non-linear game “deceives the player as to the degree of influence they 

wield” (DeMarle, 2007: pp. 74). In a game such as Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (Rockstar, 2004), a player 

can choose to earn a lot of money through theft outside of the formal narrative. However, if the formal 

narrative explicitly states that the character is in need of money, this directly contradicts “the implicit narrative 

the player has been enjoying” (DeMarle, 2007: pp. 74). Here is an excellent illustration of a break in “diegetic 

immersion” (McMahan, 2003: pp. 68) as described by MacMahon, owing to an obvious inconsistency in the 

world, which is a failure of the narrative design. It can also cause a break in the nondiegetic immersion. In 
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the case of Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (Rockstar, 2004), the question should be raised over whether the 

player’s knowledge that the money they had collected was meaningless would diminish their “love for the 

game” or undermine the “strategy that goes into it” (McMahan, 2003: pp. 68). MacMahon herself seems to 

think not, explaining that “immersion in video games at the diegetic  level, and immersion at the nondiegetic 

level, then we are talking about two different things” (McMahan, 2003: pp. 68). 

 it is possible to address the issue of nonlinear stories breaking diegetic immersion. DeMarle 

suggests “gating the story”, where the “plot unfolds as a series of linear checkpoints that players unlock in 

sequence after having explored groupings of game sections in any order they choose” (DeMarle, 2007: pp. 

74-75). This structure is utilised in Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), where a player follows a linear story but, 

on the completion of each of these key plot point missions, more side quests open up or are removed from 

the list available to the player. 

 Whilst there are a wide variety of gameplay and narrative structures available to game designers, 

there are many challenges to the integration of gameplay and narrative irrespective of the structure chosen. 

Alternative Viewpoints 

 The picture presented so far is one where there are a multitude of ideas and goals surrounding 

narrative and gameplay interaction. Concepts like immersion, agency, and implicit narrative appear regularly. 

Equally, almost all writers promote the view that narrative should be “working in unison with gameplay” (Dille 

and Zuur Platten, 2007: pp. 16), separating the two concepts and then trying to blend them back together. 

 However, some designers present alternative pictures of the role of game narrative. Dr. Dan 

Pinchbeck suggests that “story is a gameplay device” which can be given the “level of functional  importance 

normally assigned to things like combat or puzzles” and helps “focus players, giving meaning to their actions, 

helping them feel as if they are in a wider, deeper world than the system can present” (Blessener, 2011). For 

Pinchbeck, “story is simply a tool which enables us to create an experience, in the same way that physics 

enables us to create an experience, in the same way that AI does” (Onyett, 2012). There are elements of 

Pinchbeck’s ideas which overlap more conventional thinking, with Dansky’s definition of immersion is similar 

to Pinchbeck’s notion of focussing the player, but Pinchbeck’s view gives much more functional importance 

to the narrative. The story is not separate and bolted on, rather it is an integral part of the player’s experience 

which changes how the player emotionally engages with the game.   

 His sentiment is echoed by James Leach in Edge, who argues that games can plough their own 

narrative furrow; “In fact, find a new way of storytelling. Move away from traditional gaming or cinematic 

narrative ideas entirely. Just do it with skill, confidence and quality. How hard can it be?” (Leach, 2012). 

Howard sees a “quest” model as being one of these moves into new ground (Howard, 2008: pp. xi). 
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 It is also possible to regard the way in which gameplay and narrative interact as being one of a 

game’s systems. Systems are “organisations of related elements that work together to produce a 

result” (Barry, 2010: pp. 107). Systems comprise elements, with “no real limits on what an element can 

be” (Barry, 2010: pp. 107), interconnections and a function. It seems that if gameplay mechanics and 

narrative delivery methods are the elements, the function of the system being to produce diegetic  and 

nondiegetic immersion and communicate the narrative, then the relationships between those elements are 

the key to understanding how to effectively achieve that purpose (Barry, 2010: pp. 107 - 109). Again, the 

purpose of this research is to understand these narrative and gameplay interactions, and thinking about that 

relationship as being part of a system, rather than separate elements, appears to be a logical approach. 

Concluding Points

 The literature is comprehensive in defining the traditional ways in which narrative is communicated to 

the player within videogames: dialogue, cutscene, artifact, symbolism, scripting and non-formal 

(environment, character design, gameplay etc). With this is mind, when referring to the definition of narrative 

as “the methods by which the story materials are communicated to the audience” (Dansky, 2007a: pp. 1), it is 

possible to see the relationship between gameplay and narrative more clearly. Indeed, every facet of the 

game communicates narrative to the player, including the gameplay. Changes in gameplay will  effect the 

narrative, and therefore player experiences. Equally the opposite is true; changes to any narrative delivery 

method in the game will therefore effect the gameplay. 

 It is consequently possible to define a methodology which will explore these relationships further, 

analysing how each effects the other and the type of impact that any change to gameplay or narrative can 

have on player experience. 
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Methodology

 A study of interaction between narrative and gameplay in videogames is best suited to a fully 

qualitative methodology. The research is looking to compare and contrast the impact of gameplay and 

narrative on each other in a variety of games, identifying how they effect each other. A qualitative approach 

allows the researcher to use “gathered data to create theoretical  ideas”, as opposed to quantitative 

methodologies, which “starts with a theoretical  position and accumulates data in order to test its 

validity” (Davies, 2007: pp.135). Quantitative methodologies approach the problem from the wrong direction, 

whereas qualitative methodologies assist the researcher in building a hypothesis that can be tested in future 

and gives an appropriate conclusion to the questions in this research. 

 The researcher is aware of the risks of a qualitative approach. It is important to venture into 

qualitative analysis with “alarm bells ringing about the danger of subjectivity” (pg. 39, Swetnam, 2000). 

However, it is impossible to quantify the experience of play, which in its very nature is at least somewhat 

subjective, and whilst it is important to be aware that qualitative data is “researcher-centred” (pg 273, 

Denscombe, 2010), the researcher believes that the benefits of a qualitative method outweigh the challenges 

in this case.

Research Methods

Overview

 The most effective way to research the interactions of gameplay and narrative in videogames is a 

two pronged qualitative approach: case studies of existing games that use narrative extensively, alongside 

interviews with games industry professionals. Case studies allow for a thorough analysis of narrative and 

gameplay interaction and, when supported by the insight of the interviewees, will  facilitate detailed 

conclusions on how the two effect each other.

Selecting Methods

 Whilst case studies were evidently the most appropriate way to isolate and study the five games 

explored in this research, the most appropriate way to obtain information from industry experts was less 

clearcut. Focus groups were considered. Whilst using a focus group would have enabled the researcher to 

“focus discussion on a particular issue” (Bell, 2010 : pp.165), there would have been three practical 

downfalls. Firstly, it would have been challenging to organise a group of industry professionals to meet at 

one time. Secondly, the candidates might not have been able to speak freely because of competing projects. 
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Finally, , because they would have been sharing time, this research method would not have maximised the 

insight of any one professional. 

 Owing to the challenge of obtaining access to interview candidates, designing a cohesive group 

(balanced to keep “the strong personalities in line” and to get “the silent members” of the group talking freely 

(Bell, 2010 : pp.165)) would have been impossible. A poor group would have negatively effected the internal 

validity of the study, in this case the “rigor with which the study was conducted” (Howell et al, 2012). 

 Similarly questionnaires were disregarded as a means of gathering information from industry experts 

because the researcher believed that a questionnaire, even one designed with verbal  or open response 

questions, would have limited the professional’s ability to fully explore the topic  (Bell, 2010: pp.141). It was 

decided that an individual interview with eight industry professionals would not only maximise each 

individual’s contribution, but would be more practical to organise and most likely to generate original ideas to 

compare with the data derived from the case studies. 

Case Studies

 An illustrative case study is a method by which to identify the interactions between narrative methods 

and gameplay mechanics in games. As case studies focus on “relationships and processes” (Denscombe, 

2010: pp.53), and because they can cope with situations known for “complexity and subtlety” (Denscombe, 

2010: pp.55), they allow the researcher to understand the complex systems of modern videogames. The 

reliability of a case can be confirmed because the researcher will be conducting each case study personally, 

using the same set of criteria to judge each game (See Appendix A). Most importantly, the ability of a case 

study to explain “why certain outcomes might happen” (Denscombe, 2010: pp.53) would allow the 

researcher to assess why certain narrative and gameplay combinations are effective and why others are not. 

This is at the heart of the project, and case studies allow this vital information to be accessed. 

 At this stage the parameters of the case need to be defined. The project will consist of five case 

studies, each focussed on one of the games specified in the dissertation title:

• Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) is a third person action role-playing game. It is set in space, in the 

future and would be described as a Space Opera. It has themes of loyalty, meaningful choice, 

teamwork, love and the battle between man and machine. 

• Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) is a third person action game. It is set in a comic 

book world, Gotham City, and would be described as a comic  book story. It has themes of conflict, 

desperation, and the duality of man.

• Dead Space 2  (Visceral Games, 2011) is a third person horror action game. It is set in space, in the 

future, and fits within the horror genre. It has themes of isolation, mental illness, guilt, loss and 

redemption.
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• Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) is an interactive drama. It is set in a realistic, present day, gritty 

city, somewhere in the USA. It fits into the thriller, or murder mystery, genre. It has themes of love, 

family, secrets, split personalities, morality, perceptions and accountability.

• Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) is a first person game, driven by narrative. It is set on a remote 

Hebridean island and could be thought of as a ghost story, an abstract story or a psychological thriller. 

It has themes of loss, grief, isolation, death and unhappiness.

 These five games were selected from a shortlist of seventeen games, following extensive preliminary 

research. They were selected as all  provide the player with a distinct narrative experience, whilst 

approaching narrative and gameplay interaction differently. Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) has been 

chosen because it is an extreme instance, with minimal gameplay mechanics and the majority of the game’s 

experience provided through narrative delivery methods. Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) is also an 

extreme nstance, because the gameplay mechanics have been built to deliver the narrative to the player. 

Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) and Mass Effect 3 

(Bioware, 2012) will all be used as examples of more typical  instances, allowing the findings to be 

“generalized to the whole class of thing” (Denscombe, 2010: pp.57). All the games chosen have inherently 

interesting qualities. Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) offers the player choice and non-linear narrative. 

Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) is a licensed title, where the main character existed before 

the game, and so the game was designed to fit the character rather than the other way around. Dead Space 

2 (Visceral Games, 2011) tells a horror story and so has very specific narrative goals. With this combination 

of games, it should be possible to compare, contrast and analyse the effectiveness of different narrative 

techniques and their interactions with gameplay.

 All  gameplay will  be recorded on a video camera and both written and oral notes will  be taken 

throughout play. This will ensure that data is correctly categorised and that gameplay can be re-watched to 

ensure that all notes are recorded accurately (See Appendix B through F).

Interviews

 In order to place the emphasis firmly on the interviewees’ thoughts, and to distance the results of the 

interview from the researcher’s influence (which will  be unavoidable in the case studies) a semi-structured 

interview format was used (Denscombe, 2010: pp.175). All  interviews were conducted one-to-one to 

maximise the amount of information gained from each interviewee. Practically, the researcher did not expect 

more than thirty minutes of any interviewee’s time, and so a number of core questions focussing on key 

areas of research were prepared in advance to guide the interview (See Appendix H). This allowed the 

researcher flexibility to explore interesting and appropriate points raised by the interviewee, eliciting further 

details on previously unforeseen topics. It was essential to allocate significant time to the organisation, 
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transcription and analysis of each of the interviews, as a half hour interview often generated in excess of five 

thousand words of discussion (Denscombe, 2010: pp.193). 

 Experts from a range of disciplines were approached, with the final  eight interviewees as follows 

(info removed to protect interviewee privacy).

 Bell reminds us that any interview comes with the danger of bias (2010: pp.161) but the relatively 

high number of interviewees from a broad range of creative backgrounds combatted this. To ensure the 

information collected was accurate, all interviews will  be recorded on two devices to account for failures or 

loss of battery, then stored on the researcher’s computer in accordance with the consent form (See Appendix 

G).

 All  interviewees were contacted and offered an interview in person, or over Skype. In person 

interviews are optimal because they make it easier to be flexible, responsive, observant and a good listener, 

many of the qualities that make a good interviewer (Guion et al, 2006). Those being interviewed over Skype 

were contacted by email a week prior to the interview and were sent the broad topics that were going to be 

discussed, a copy of the consent form signed and scanned by the researcher, and a confirmation of the time 

of the interview. Those who wanted to be interviewed in person were sent the broad topics that were going to 

be discussed and a confirmation of the time and meeting location. Their consent forms were signed in 

person. In the case of this project, Skype was deemed an acceptable alternative to an in person interview 

because “the costs are negligible and this mode of conducting interviews allows the researcher to interview 

people across the world” (Denscombe, 2010: pp.190).

Data Analysis Methods

 The data will be analysed in two stages. Initially, the case study notes will  be analysed by breaking 

them down into categories (See Appendix A). The literature makes it clear that all aspects of gameplay effect 

narrative, and vice versa, and so the categories reflect this. A category was assigned to record the key 

narrative delivery methods (cutscenes, dialogue, artifacts, scripting, non-formal methods, and symbolism) 

but that alone would have been insufficient. Categories relating to plot, themes and so on were also included 

so that all facets of the game could be analysed. It was important that the researcher made no assumptions 

of how narrative effected gameplay, and as such it was important to have multiple categories, rather than 

restrict the number to too few. It was also important to include gameplay categories (such as core mechanics 

and structure) as well as narrative categories so that all  facets of the case study games could be explored 

evenly. 

 Once the information was categorised (see Appendix B through F) the data could be analysed and 

compared, finding similarities and differences and exploring the effect on player experience. It was also 
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possible to see how changes in one narrative delivery method (for example the use, or absence, of 

cutscenes) effects a game, and then compare this across all cases. 

 The information gained from the interviews was used to reinforce the analysis of the case studies, 

rather than analysed independently. There will be a short section in the findings summarising the thoughts of 

the interview subjects, but largely their insights will  be applied to the case study data in the form of key 

quotations and ideas. This will  allow more in depth study of the games and topics, with the interviews most 

effectively analysed by logging important quotes which reinforce points or challenge the researcher’s 

findings. 

 It is important to outline the standards by which the case study games will be judged. The literature 

highlighted dissonance as a key example of ineffective interaction between narrative and gameplay. This 

could be ludonarrative dissonance, but equally it could be breaks in immersion caused by other factors, for 

example, a forced failure in a cutscene or a sequence where the player was denied choice in a game where 

previously they had made all the key decisions. As such, the interactions between narrative and gameplay 

will be judged on:

• Assonance; when an aspect of narrative supports gameplay, and vice versa

• Dissonance; when a narrative delivery method or gameplay mechanic  combine to break immersion and, if 

they do, whether the diegetic or non-diegetic immersion is broken. 

 This analysis is consistent with the aims of the research, focussing on the key narrative delivery 

methods whilst enabling the analysis of interaction between gameplay and narrative. Effective and ineffective  

interactions will  be clearly highlighted and, therefore, using inductive reasoning, which explores the minutiae 

of the data and then “on the basis of that analysis, postulate one or more theoretical conclusions” (Davis, 

2007: pp.238), it will also be possible to provide insight to, and successful strategies to avoid these pitfalls. 

Ethical Considerations

 Not only will this project be ethical but it also complies fully with the London Metroplitan University 

Research Ethics Policy. According to that policy “all research projects involving human participants, data and 

tissue is subject to research ethics scrutiny” (Research Ethics Group, 2012).

 In order to protect interests of the interviewees, a consent form was prepared and all interviewees 

were required to review and sign it before participation. Swetnam (2000) suggests a number of 

considerations that should be present in any consent form: that participants are protected from harm, that 

anonymity and privacy, where requested, are respected, that participants can withdraw from the project at 

any time and without explanation, and that nothing be done to bring London Metropolitan University into 
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disrepute. On completion of the interview a scanned copy of the consent form was sent to the interviewee 

(See Appendix G). 

 By explaining the subject’s right to withdraw and right to see a full  transcription of their interviews, 

the researcher is protecting the interests of the subject. The consent form explicitly states the right of the 

interviewee to receive a full transcript of the interview and to prohibit the inclusion of any information with 

which they were not comfortable or that was relinquished mistakenly. This clause in the consent form 

ensured that the interviewee was comfortable with the way in which their information was being used. An 

optional anonymity clause also gave participants the choice of complete anonymity. 

 By stating clearly that the interview was being fully recorded and that quotes would be utilised in the 

research report, it was apparent to all participants that their interview was on the record and that the 

information they gave would be re-used in the project. Secure data storage and compliance with data 

protection was also agreed in the consent form. 
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Analysis and Findings

Introduction

 The analysis will be presented in four stages. 

• A brief overview of the types of narrative delivery methods used in each of the case study games. 

• A short summary of the key arguments and insights from the interviewees

• Analysis and comparison of the case studies, comparing and contrasting the interactions between 

narrative and gamplay.

• A brief summary of the findings

Identifying Different Methods for Providing the Player with Narrative

 The literature, as detailed, provides a comprehensive list of the different techniques developers can 

use to communicate formal  narrative to the player: cutscenes, dialogue, scripting, symbolism, non-formal 

narrative delivery and artifacts. This is reinforced by the findings of the case studies. All  the games studied 

had “storytelling delivered via prescripted methods” (Boon, 2007: pp.46).

Batman Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011)

 Batman Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) had multiple examples of all  six storytelling 

methods. Cutscenes were used to advance the main plot, many containing examples of symbolism. For 

example, the game’s opening image is a close up of Caine carrying a slaughtered Abel, which 

foreshadowing the end of the game where Batman carries the Joker out of Arkham City. Dialogue is used 

constantly, both directed at the main character and overheard. There are artifacts to collect, which populate 

Batman’s journal, as well as scripted sequences and a plethora of narrative information communicated 

through the environment.

Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012)

 Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) principally used scripting, symbolism, non-formal  narrative 

delivery and dialogue to communicate narrative. The game had a single cutscene at the end, but otherwise 

the main information was communicated through dialogue as narration. Much of the narrative is 

communicated through wall paintings, which are considered non-formal  narrative methods rather than 

artifacts, because they appear randomly and cannot be collected by the player. 

Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011)
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 Dead Space 2  (Visceral  Games, 2011) used scripting, cutscenes, dialogue, artifacts, and non-formal 

methods to deliver narrative, though it used little symbolism to communicate the themes. The game used a 

broad mix of the narrative delivery methods listed, with particular innovations around cutscenes and the use 

of the main character’s suit to supply context to the plot.

Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010)

 Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) used all six narrative methods to communicate narrative to the 

player, often blending these methods together to create subtle effects. For instance, the “Heavy Rain” of the 

title is used symbolically to represent the mood of the story darkening. However, it is also used as a non-

formal  narrative delivery method to enhance the tension, because as rain water collects the main character’s 

son is in more danger.  

Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012)

 Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) was similar to Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), in so far as it 

used scripting, cutscenes, dialogue, artifacts, and non-formal methods to deliver narrative. However, there is 

less obvious symbolism in the narrative delivery methods. 

 In this basic  analysis two things are clear: all of the case study games used a range of narrative 

delivery methods, and the literature provides a comprehensive list of those narrative delivery methods. Using 

the categories of cutscenes, dialogue, scripting, symbolism, non-formal narrative delivery and artifacts 

ensured the researcher was able to analyse all facets of narrative delivery.

Interview Summary

 Despite working in a range of creative disciplines, the interviewees seemed to agree on what made 

for effective narrative and gameplay integration: a seamless experience. When the gameplay and narrative 

interacting wasn’t noticeable, that was when it was working best. The inverse was also true, with many 

interviewees explaining that poor narrative and gameplay interaction drew your attention to the fault, and 

subsequently broke the player’s immersion. Interestingly, despite agreeing that anytime a narrative and 

gameplay interaction broke players’ immersion it was ineffective, there was disagreement over whether 

Hocking’s idea of ludonarrative dissonance, the difference “between what it is about as a game, and what it 

is about as a story” (Hocking, 2007), was a significant issue. Some of those interviewed felt that it was a 

jarring issue, whereas others thought it was more of an academic problem and not something which would 

overly concern players.

 All  interviewees had a highly design-focussed approach, and talked about the different situations 

which effect the implementation of narrative and gameplay integration in a studio setting. There was a  broad 

consensus that, whilst gameplay is the most important consideration, narrative can often be under-
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developed for a number of reasons. All  interviewees who expressed opinions on this subject agreed that 

teamwork across departments and an increased focus on narrative delivery could address this. However 

practicalities, such as  it being easier to change lines of dialogue to fit a level  than changing a level to fit lines 

of dialogue, meant that this was not always possible. 

 Despite the complete agreement of the interviewees on the importance of teamwork when creating 

games with narrative and gameplay integration, there was no consensus on the actual method for integrating 

gameplay and narrative. Some interviewees had strong opinions that narrative should be an equal partner to 

all  other facets of game design, others thought it should be subservient to gameplay. There was a difference  

of opinion between interviewees in how the components of narrative delivery should be utilised. Some 

preferred balanced methods of narrative delivery, whereas others preferred scripting and avoiding 

cutscenes, for example. Others thought that each method had its place. Knowing the type of game that you 

wanted to make, and using appropriate narrative delivery methods for that type of game was a strong theme. 

 All  the interviewees talked about games which they believed integrated narrative and gameplay 

effectively. Some mentioned games like Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch (Level 5, 2011) because it 

incorporated narrative themes into gameplay mechanics, whereas others commended the focussed narrative 

delivery of the The Walking Dead (TellTale Games, 2012) and Red Dead Redemption (Rockstar San Diego, 

2010). What was consistent was that each interviewee could provide examples of games which they enjoyed 

because of the seamless narrative and gameplay interactions, which goes a long way to validating the 

importance of this research.

 In summary, the key areas of agreement centred around the notion that effective gameplay and 

narrative integration is highlighted by a seamless quality, when no component breaks the immersion of an 

experience. The exact way of achieving this, both the narrative methods to use and the overall philosophy of 

the integration, was less clearcut. 

Analysing the Interactions of Different Narrative Delivery Methods with Gameplay

 The interview summary and narrative delivery method summary have not yet addressed how 

narrative delivery methods interact with gameplay, and vice versa. What appears obvious is the potential  for 

these interactions, beginning with the way that gameplay itself can communicate narrative detail.
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Core Gameplay Mechanics and Themes

  Themes, because they are broad overarching ideas rather than specific  plot points, can be 

communicated effectively through both artifacts (as mentioned by Dansky (2007: pp. 4)) but also through 

gameplay mechanics. 

  In Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) the themes of teamwork, relationship and friendship are 

communicated throughout the game. The plot centres around building a team which can combat “The 

Reapers”, the principal threat to the galaxy. Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) is built on three gameplay types: 

third person action shooter, third person adventure game and a meta game (concerned with gathering 

resources on a map screen). The third person adventure game sections, enacted on two levels that the 

player can return to at any time (“The Citadel” and “The Normandy”), sees the player building relationships 

with other characters, selecting appropriate conversation choices and running errands for them. The player 

is able to speak with existing crewmen and women in order to strengthen existing bonds, even turning some 

relationships from virtual  friendships to virtual  love affairs. This gameplay type centres around this idea of 

teamwork and friendship, defining the themes of the game. 

 Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) then uses the third person shooting sections to reinforce these 

themes. In every action sequence the player chooses two AI-controlled non-playable character (NPC) 

teammates to accompany them during the mission. This mechanism is used to enhance the theme of 

teamwork. Throughout the game the player has levelled up and assigned skills to these characters, so each 

has different strengths and weaknesses. In game, these skills can be selected using the control  wheel, a 

mechanic  that allows the player to select the powers that the NPC characters will  perform. By taking control 

of the NPC characters the player is reminded that teamwork is an effective method of completing levels. It 

also builds an emotional connection with the other characters in the game, further encouraging the player to 

invest time speaking to these characters when on ‘The Citadel’ and ‘The Normandy’. When the relationship 

with a specific  character reaches a certain point, the option to give them an extra skill  is presented. Although 

DP suggests that, in his experience, “no one would select on the basis of complementary skill sets, everyone 

picked who they liked .... That’s where it flips in the other direction, and quality of writing can have a really 

explicit impact on mechanics”. 

 Bioware created a reinforcing loop with gameplay mechanics and narrative delivery methods. The 

player speaks to the characters, enjoys the relationship, then selects that character to use in the levels, 

which creates short emergent narratives in the level, and the player is therefore encouraged to invest more 

time into the character, gaining more skills for that character, and the cycle begins anew. 

 Using this combination of implicit narrative, formal narrative (from the conversations with character) 

and a gameplay mechanic  which reinforces this theme, Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) is able to strongly 
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communicate the importance of teamwork in the narrative. This is the sort of assonant, seamless experience 

which typifies effective narrative and gameplay interaction. 

 In contrast, Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) achieves something similar to Mass Effect 3 

(Bioware, 2012), but through the player arrangement. A strong theme of Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) 

is  that of split-personalities. Each of the four player characters has a personality disorder, significant secrets 

or a double life. This theme is mirrored in the gameplay design because the player controls Ethan Mars, 

Madison Paige, Scott Shelby and Norman Jaden, alternating through short scenes where each characters 

perspective and peculiar story is highlighted at that moment. Each has a different view of what is going on in 

the plot and the player is required to sort out those points of view and work out the true story of the “Origami 

Killer”. Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) is a game with a literal split personality, that delivers narrative 

about split personalities by forcing the player to identify and interact with a number of different characters.

 Compare this with Dead Space 2  (Visceral  Games, 2011), which has story themes of mental illness, 

mental  manipulation, and the fear that these things cause. The player is told that they are mentally ill, with a 

degenerative condition brought on by ‘The Marker’. According to the plot, the mental illness causes visions, 

hallucinations and confusion. However, unlike Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010), this is not conveyed to 

the player through gameplay mechanics. All sequences where the central character has a vision are either 

cutscenes or scripted sequences (where the player has minimal control or control  options are removed). The 

use of cutscenes and scripted sequences here creates an expectation for the player; that they will only see 

something ‘unreal’ in cutscenes. This highlights a key interaction between cutscene and gameplay; 

cutscenes are safe, they give the player a moment to relax. If the aim of Dead Space 2 (Visceral  Games, 

2011) was to highlight themes of fear through mental manipulation, then this narrative delivery method 

causes an ineffective interaction. The switch to cutscene, rather than enhancing the diegetic immersion, 

breaks it. Rather than be “caught up in the world of the game’s story” (MacMahon, 2003: pp. 68), the player 

can take a break from the story, and from the fear and tension of the rest of the game’s content. Compared 

with Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010), the theme around mental illness in Dead Space 2  (Visceral  Games, 

2011) is far less effective, feeling more like a plot contrivance than a meaningful part of the game experience. 

 Throughout Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), the communication of themes through gameplay, 

and the interaction of themes and core gameplay in general, is not as effective as the other games. The core 

gameplay mechanics of Dead Space 2 (Visceral  Games, 2011) are focussed around a high-intensity action 

experience, rather than on communicating the themes of the game. Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), as a 

counter example, is an action shooter, but the ‘teamwork wheel’ is clearly a compromise. Activating the 

wheel serves to pause the game, snapping the player out of the action which risks breaking the non-diegetic 

immersion. However, this mechanic  also makes the player consider their teammates, their health, what 
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ammunition and powers they are using and so non-diegetic  immersion is retained: pausing the game with 

the character doesn’t stop the player thinking about the action, it encourages it. This is a clear example of a 

situation where, as MB describes, the “story and the gameplay fuse together and it becomes more than 

either of the components individually”. 

 In Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011) the core mechanics are that of a basic  third person 

shooter, with ‘Kinesis’ (the ability of the player to pick up and move distant objects) and ‘Stasis’ (the ability to 

slow items and enemies in the world) the unique selling points. The setting “ties some of the mechanics 

better together” (JP), but it is faux-science, likely added after the creation of the gameplay mechanic to justify 

its existence. These do little to reinforce the themes present in Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011). 

Core Gameplay Mechanics and Character

 In passive mediums, character is defined by action and by dialogue. For games, the challenge is that 

players control the action and, as mentioned by BB, when listening to dialogue or watching action in 

cutscenes, “They’ll either see the cutscene, come out of their flow and be bored, or skip it as they’ve been 

given the option” (Appendix K: pp. 103). Missing out on character information presents a problem as 

character is a significant part of narrative, potentially something that the player can identify with, and is part 

of “a sufficiently believable context” which “provides immersion” (Dansky, 2007: pp. 5). 

 Here again, gameplay mechanics can interact with narrative to communicate details about the player 

character and heighten immersion. For example, Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) 

expresses the feeling of “being” the Batman through its gameplay mechanics. The character of Batman is 

well established outside of the videogame and, as explained by AW, when there are expectations around a 

narrative (or character in a narrative), “if you ignore those things then you are fighting the design and you are 

fighting the audience, you’re already on a loser” (Appendix J: pp. 84). For Batman, the player most likely 

expects a character which is multi-faceted, not least in personality but also in ability. Batman must be 

stealthy, be able to use gadgets, and also be a deadly fighting force, much stronger than any low level 

“goons” and only really threatened by the members of his “Rogue’s gallery” (Joker, Penguin, Mr Freeze etc). 

Rocksteady studios communicates this information to players using core mechanics. 

 Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) uses an unusual  fighting engine. The player strikes 

enemies with a single button press, chaining these strikes together with additional  rhythmic button presses. 

Long chains (combos) of attacks open up wider ranges of attacks, including gadgets and weapons Batman 

has collected. Visual prompts show the player when they have to counter an attack (again activated with a 

single button press). The longer and more varied the combination, the more experience points the player 

gains and the quicker Batman’s gadgets and moves can be upgraded. Each button press is met with an 
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elaborate combat animation (some taking well over two seconds to complete). All of this gameplay 

communicates narrative to the player. When the player sees these complex martial  arts moves they feel like 

they are playing well  the game’s enemies, even though these moves are accessed with a single button press 

and are easy to perform. Moves happen regularly and combinations are easy to build, creating the emotion 

of Batman’s “dominance” over his enemies. Success in these fights is not simply winning; success is linking 

together a long combination of attacks against a large group of foes, using a broad variety of moves. There 

is strong narrative assonance and diegetic immersion here, and it is a powerful example of gameplay and 

narrative directly interacting through core mechanics designed around a specific  character, aimed at 

providing the player with a specific experience. 

 Contrast this with Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) which also links mechanics with character, but 

in a less general  way. Rather, as the game progessed, Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) purposefully 

interfered with its established mechanics to reflect the emotional states of the characters. For example, the 

player frequently has to make an action choice linked to a symbol floating around the player-controlled 

character. When the player character was calm these bubbles float slowly and smoothly around the player, 

where they are easy to read. However in moments of high tension, maybe in a firearms standoff or when 

hiding, the actions float very quickly and shake wildly, often becoming challenging to read and blending into 

one another. Most actions in Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) have a time limit in which they can be 

performed, so this shaking delays the action being taken and significantly heightens the feeling of pressure 

that the player is under. 

 By altering the mechanic in this way, Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) makes the player’s 

emotions mirror that of the characters on screen, giving these sequences a powerful  impact. It also helps 

navigate the problem that TJ raises, of having “lower fidelity” actors in games than in other media. Even in 

Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) it was impossible for the on-screen ‘actors’ to communicate what a real 

actor could because of the limits of the technology, but by using the gameplay mechanics to clarify a 

character’s state of mind it allowed the developer to minimise expositional  dialogue, keep the pace of the 

narrative up and have players play the story, rather than simply watch it. 

 In the case of both Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) and Heavy Rain (Quantic 

Dream, 2010), innovative gameplay design is integrated as a narrative delivery method, establishing 

character and therefore having a positive impact on diegetic  immersion. When a non-diegetic aspect of a 

game (in this case, core mechanics) influences the diegetic  immersion, it is an example of exemplary 

gameplay and narrative integration.
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Cutscenes and Gameplay

 DP describes the classic  model for a narrative driven game as looking like a “string of pearls, where 

you get the story out the way, then a bubble of gameplay, and so the story and the gameplay don’t have to 

compete and then you move on and do something else” (Appendix L: pp. 107). When seen from this 

perspective, the potential  for cutscenes to “disrupt the pacing of the narrative” (Dansky, 2007: pp. 135) is 

obvious. Thus, even when gameplay and narrative are separate by design, there remain interactions which 

must be understood in order to design an optimal player experience.

 Mass Effect 3’s (Bioware, 2012) ending is a cutscene. It is confusing and provides the player an 

unsatisfying reward, principally because it tries to stretch too much plot into too short an animated sequence. 

This is not an inherent risk of the cutscene, but it highlights that poor execution of these sequences can be 

problematic. Equally, cutscenes early on in Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) are often over five minutes long 

with minimal player interaction, something which slows the early pacing to a crawl  and often breaks the 

nondiegetic immersion, simply because the player is no longer playing the game.  

 Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) uses a number of cutscenes to force failures onto 

the player. For instance, Batman falls into a trap and is poisoned by Joker in one cutscene, guaranteeing this 

crucial  plot point is experienced by all players. As an attempt to raise the dramatic tension, the cutscene is 

explicable. However, the player can’t help but experience a forced failure and question whether they would 

have made the same decision if they had been able to play the sequence. MB explains the frustration 

succinctly, “cutscenes are one thing that is forcing stuff on people whereas it is better to give them the choice 

of experiencing stuff”.

 Cutscenes aren’t necessarily a negative design choice. Heavy Rain  (Quantic  Dream, 2010) and 

Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011) use them effectively, owing to a design choice which unites them. In 

Heavy Rain  (Quantic Dream, 2010), the player is never sure when they will be required to give an input that 

will  have a significant bearing on the direction of the narrative, as it is impossible to tell where the gameplay 

sections end and the cutscenes begin. Successful inputs lead to a more successful story ending, failed 

inputs lead to greater failure, and so the player never has a moments respite. Dead Space 2 (Visceral 

Games, 2011) occasionally uses a similar approach, with the player having to tap buttons during certain 

cutscenes to avoid death and restarting from the previous checkpoint. However, this happens infrequently in 

Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), and so the player is usually comfortable that a cutscene is ‘safe’. 

  That said, cutscenes are not always a negative experience. “Some games use cutscenes really 

well ... I haven’t played all  that much of the Metal  Gear Solid games but people seem to enjoy the cutscenes 

in there” (MB). Well  directed cutscenes have the potential to be exciting, for all of the same reasons that 

movies and TV shows are exciting. However, cutscenes amount to little more than an admission that for a 
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few seconds narrative has to be totally prioritised over gameplay. Current literature is accurate in its 

identification that, despite there being no gameplay in a cutscene, they do impact on gameplay, whether they 

are sufficiently rewarding, controlling the pace of an experience or forcing failures and creating artificial 

successes. 

Scripted Sequences and Gameplay

 The close sibling of the cutscene, the scripted event, allows designers to bridge the gap between 

gameplay and narrative, obeying the maxim of “don’t show it, play it” (Dille and Zuur Platten, 2010: pp.16) 

and blending the “pearls” (DP) into one seamless experience. 

 Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) provides two simple, prominent examples of scripted events. 

The first example is the random narration that the player hears at regular intervals, which is activated when 

the player walks over an invisible “trigger box volume” (MB). The second example is the appearance of 

ghosts. Again this is random (repeated playthroughs showed ghosts appearing at different points) and is 

again triggered by the player walking through certain trigger volumes. 

 The interaction between gameplay and narrative in Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) is more 

subtle. Hearing the narration does not stop the player from moving through the world, but each piece of 

dialogue provides a deeper understanding of the plot, changing the significance of what the player sees. This 

demonstrates something very important, which is less apparent in the other case study games: scripting, 

unlike core mechanics which tend to communicate themes and character, tends to be used to show key plot 

points. As such, this is where gameplay comes into direct contact with narrative. 

 In Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) there are a number of scripted sections which 

show Batman interacting with characters (communicating plot) over the radio. Often during these sequences 

the designers limit the player’s options and restrict their movement, providing a visual indication that this will 

happen with Batman placing his fingers to the earpiece of his radio. In these moments the pace of the 

experience is strictly controlled, and the player has their agency reduced because they have fewer ways of 

interacting with the game world. This clashes with DB’s explanation of scripting, which says designers can 

“convey that story whilst adhering to the gameplay mechanics and the overall design of the game”.

 In Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) gameplay concedes space to the narrative, with 

the player losing full  control as the story is communicated. The design of these short sequences means the 

player experience is relatively seamless, but the designers lean heavily on the diegetic immersion, as there 

is little gameplay to retain the non-diegetic immersion and the player’s investment in the game. One example 

is the game’s opening section, where Bruce Wayne is brought into Arkham City. The player has hugely 

limited controls, but a number of scripted sequences are triggered as the player moves through the entry 
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gate, functioning as both tutorial and as a means of setting up the current situation in the plot, that of Bruce 

Wayne being trapped in Arkham City. As a plot device this serves to increase the jeopardy, and is effective 

because the player experiences it with the character, sharing the discomfort of having limited moves with 

which to defend themselves. The alternative method to deliver this kind of plot information would be through 

a cutscene. However, by using scripted sequences, the design team is able to get the player involved in the 

action immediately. Rocksteady have successfully negotiated the balancing act between agency and 

narrative assonance. Rather than remove all  agency for the sake of telling a story, Rocksteady allow the 

player to retain some agency whilst still delivering very specific plot information.

 Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) also uses scripted sequences in this way, with a number of battles 

with The Reapers experienced as scripted ‘boss battles’. These are in the main less effective than those of 

Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011). This is down to the quality of the presentation, with 

Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) using cinematic  camera angles to heighten these moments 

and really make the player feel the impact. 

 Of all  the games studied, Heavy Rain  (Quantic Dream, 2010) has the most interesting use of 

scripted sequences. One of the game’s early scenes, when Ethan loses his son in a shopping centre, is a 

clear example of how effectively these scripted sequences can be used to give the player an emotional 

experience. The player has to search for Ethan’s son whilst moving through a large crowd. The crowd buffets 

the player, and is hard to move through, causing panic  for the character as well as the player. The player has 

a full range of controls, and can even shout for the son, but the sequence is scripted so that no matter what 

choices the player makes, Ethan always loses his son. In a way, this deprives the player of agency, but the 

design of the scripted sequence is such that it unifies the player’s emotions with that of the character, giving 

a strong sense of diegetic immersion and narrative assonance.

 These comparisons illustrate a key finding in this discussion of gameplay and narrative interaction; 

there is no silver bullet technique for integrating narrative and gameplay effectively. Even a technique such 

as scripting, which has the capability to heighten key plot moments whilst still allowing the player to be in 

charge of the action, can be ineffective if it is poorly implemented.

 However, scripted sections (whether they are principally dialogue, a background animated sequence 

or manipulation of how the player controls the character) are the most prevalent way of providing plot and 

instructional information to the player. The advantage they have over cutscenes is that the player, even when 

their controls are restricted, experiences agency. MB endorses scripting as a method for telling stories in 

games by saying “it’s better to tell  the story through the game itself rather than using cutscenes because 

people are playing a game to play a game” (Appendix O: pp. 139). This supports the maxim from the 

literature; “don’t show it, play it” (Dille and Zuur Platten, 2010: pp.16).
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Artifacts, Environment, Optional Story and Gameplay

 The literature agrees that “no part of the game promotes and reinforces immersion more than the 

locations that the player travels through” (Feil, 2009: pp. 33). However, all  the information communicated  to 

the player through the environment is optional, because designers can’t guarantee that a player will see it, 

unless it’s included in a scripted sequence or cutscene. The same is true of artifacts such as “letters, 

journals, photos” (Stirling, 2010: pp.156). The literature suggests that finding these hidden artifacts allows 

the to be player a “feeling in control” (Stirling, 2010: pp.156) and this positivity is supported by many of the 

professionals interviewed, particularly MB who believes that “the best thing to do is hide some of that stuff 

away and let people find it if they want to find it” (Appendix O: pp. 141). Whilst, superficially, searching for 

these objects can give the player a sense of agency and control, this has a range of implications for the 

entire game experience, which need to be further explored. 

 Of all  of the case study games, only Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) communicates large 

amounts of information vital to the main plot using artifacts. Indeed, this is a vital part of the experience. Dear 

Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) has very few gameplay mechanics, and much of the interest in the game is 

sustained by exploring the world and solving the mystery of the plot. At the end of the game, it is not required 

that the player truly understood the game’s central message; it might just have been a walk around an 

island. In this way, using artifacts and found objects to communicate narrative is completely in-keeping with 

the game’s aesthetic. For Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) these objects encourage the player to 

explore every inch of the game world, searching for clues and embracing the mystery. There are no 

gameplay mechanics (fights, puzzles, etc) to inhibit the search for artifacts, so finding them makes Dear 

Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) a more effective experience.

 Additionally of interest is that even in games which use more gameplay mechanics, formal narrative 

and action sequences, the lure of hidden artifacts is strong: that is, even in games with lots of other things to 

do, optional narrative effects the pacing of the central narrative. 

 In Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011), Dead Space 2 

(Visceral Games, 2011) and Heavy Rain  (Quantic Dream, 2010) using artifacts to advance the main plot is 

not possible because key plot information must be communicated to the player, usually through dialogue and 

cutscenes. Only optional information is communicated through found artifacts. However, this still effects the 

pacing of the game. 

 In Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011), there are many optional puzzles, completion of 

which yields artifacts (presented in text and audio) linked to the backstory of in the game. The central  plot 

point of the game sees Batman poisoned by Joker and told that he has a limited time until  he dies. However, 
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the player has an infinite amount of time to complete the puzzles. The player has to accept that time is 

“stretchable” (AW) in the game, the plot moving quickly when the player follows the main plot and stopping 

completely when they explore the puzzles that the gameplay has to offer. This is a clash between narrative 

and gameplay, and it is caused in large part by the pursuit of this optional narrative information. If optional 

puzzles were removed, and the game was simply linear, the narrative structure would not be so dissonant 

from the the gameplay structure. Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) and Dead Space 2  (Visceral Games, 2011) 

offer the player similar opportunities to search the world for extra narrative information and both suffer the 

same discord between narrative drive and the options that the gameplay offers. 

 It is important to acknowledge that players don’t have to view the optional narrative. In the context of 

Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) MB suggests that “I think the things they do well  is having a hell  of a lot of lore 

and story, the background stuff, you can talk to people more than necessary, you can talk to all  of your 

shipmates if you want to but you don’t have to”. However, it should be acknowledged that some players will 

feel torn between driving the main plot forward and finding all  the information available to them. The 

influence of artifacts on gameplay is one that the current literature does not truly address, but these findings 

show that they do interact with gameplay and so more consideration should go into their use.

Narrative structure and Gameplay Structure

 Current literature promotes the view that structure is a core part of narrative and gameplay. DeMarle 

(2007), Saad (2009), Boon (2007) and Baggaley (2002) all discuss issues relating to the interactions 

between narrative and gameplay structure, and it is evident that how they interact effects player experience. 

All  five games studied have distinct structures, either in plot terms, narrative terms, or both. Batman: Arkham 

City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) presents a contiguous game world with many gameplay objectives against a 

fiercely linear central story. Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011) offers a linear game world and linear plot, 

as opposed to Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) which uses a linear game structure with a randomised 

plot. Heavy Rain (Quantic  Dream, 2010) and Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) both have a sequence of 

locations which the player must visit, but the plot inside those locations can vary. 

 Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) has a severe disconnect between plot structure 

and game structure. The world of Arkham City is contiguous, and the player is encouraged to complete all of 

the secondary missions, which are rewarded with experience points used to upgrade Batman. As discussed 

previously, one of the game’s early plot points sees Batman poisoned by Joker. The plot states that Batman 

must now find a cure quickly before he dies. In traditional storytelling terms, this twist is used to increase the 

jeopardy facing the central  character. However, in the context of the game, the player is presented with a 

largely open world which they are encouraged to explore, which is dissonant from a plot which is driving the 
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player to move quickly from designated location to designated location. The narrative and the game structure 

have contrasting agendas, and as such the diegetic immersion becomes broken, particularly because the 

player is not punished however long they take to complete the primary mission. The alternative, placing the 

player under a strict time limit, might not be a better alternative, but this consideration in itself only serves to 

highlight that this choice of narrative was not correct for this choice of game structure. 

 Contrast this experience with that of Heavy Rain  (Quantic  Dream, 2010), where the player is working 

inside a strict time limit. Here, however, the timers are hidden within the plot of the game. For example, 

Ethan Mars has to feed and put his son to bed by a certain time, a clock on the wall showing when it is time 

for actions to take place. Failure to hit these targets has ramifications for the plot, effecting character 

relationships and even altering possible game endings. The plot and the structure are perfectly married 

together, with the managed time limits keep the plot moving forward whilst their presentation as part of the 

game worlds preserves the diegetic immersion.

 Dissonance between the structural  goals and narrative goals can lead to breaks in diegetic 

immersion, particularly around enforced time limits. Whilst structure is not strictly a narrative delivery method, 

it is part of the narrative and it is therefore important to consider its interaction with gameplay. This isn’t only 

true for open world and non-linear games, as DeMarle (2007) covers extensively, but also for games with 

linear narrative. 

Summary of Findings

 The analysis of findings identifies a number of ways in which narrative and gameplay can interact 

effectively. 

 It is possible to successfully communicate both character and themes, two parts of narrative which 

are consistent throughout a game, through the core gameplay mechanics as well as the narrative delivery 

methods, a technique which provides a bedrock of gameplay and narrative assonance which developers can 

build on.

 Scripting can then be used to allow the player to play crucial plot points, allowing a balance to be 

maintained between player agency and narrative assonance. It is this interaction which makes narrative in 

games unique from the passive mediums of movies and books. Cutscenes can also be used to communicate 

plot points, but these often sacrifice agency completely in favour of assonance, leading to a number of 

undesirable situations, such as forced failures, occurring. 

 Optional narrative can be placed in artifacts, encouraging agency over narrative assonance. 

Including this sort of narrative delivery method, whilst thickening the world of the game, asks the player to 

suspend their disbelief and can therefore often tear the diegetic  immersion of the gameworld. Additionally, 
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the structure of a game and its interaction with the structure of its story can have a significant impact on 

diegetic immersion and narrative assonance, illustrating that it is far from simply the moment to moment 

narrative delivery methods which effect narrative and gameplay interaction and the player’s experience.

 The thread that unites gameplay and narrative interaction is the understanding that every component 

of gameplay and every component of narrative effect each other: their relationship is interdependent.  Clever 

design, where the studio understands how gameplay and “story works within their own project” (AW) allows 

the studio to ensure that their narrative and gameplay interactions are optimally effective, with the 

effectiveness defined by assonant gameplay and narrative. However, narrative assonance and immersion 

are fragile, and the findings of this study further illustrate how many different  and varied elements of a 

game’s complex system can effect them. The challenge of keeping those systems in balance is undoubtedly 

significant. 
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Conclusion

 

 This research provides a comprehensive list of narrative delivery methods in videogames, which can 

be broadly condensed into six categories: dialogue, cutscenes, artefacts, scripted sequences, symbolism 

and non-formal narrative delivery (narrative information delivered visually through level design). These 

findings concur with the existing literature, and helped shape the case studies. However, the literature was 

far less comprehensive in its description of how these narrative delivery methods and gameplay mechanics 

interacted to shape a player’s experience. Concepts such as ludonarrative dissonance and diegetic 

immersion were broadly explained, but there was little focus on the finer, more complex details and how they 

affect the balance between gameplay and narrative. 

 By analysing gameplay and narrative interactions in Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012), Dead 

Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011), Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012), Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 

2011) and Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) a number of conclusions can be drawn. First, it is evident that 

simply implementing “some traditional techniques from fully linear media such as novels and 

movies” (Baggaley, 2002: pp.278) misunderstands the plethora of interactions between gameplay and 

narrative. Indeed, every facet of narrative interacts with gameplay and vice versa. When we return to our 

definition of narrative “as the methods by which the story materials are communicated to the 

audience” (Dansky, 2007: pp. 1) and consider the way in which Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) 

communicated themes through core gameplay mechanics, it becomes clear that narrative and gameplay 

have a tightly interlocking relationship.

 However, whether a game uses cutscenes, dialogue, scripting, symbolism, non-formal narrative 

delivery or artifacts, there is no one perfect way to integrate narrative and gameplay. Different narrative 

delivery methods interact with gameplay in different ways, depending on how they are used. Cutscenes in 

Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) punctuate play and force failures, whereas in Heavy Rain 

(Quantic  Dream, 2010) they are tense and dramatic, with the player never sure when gameplay will pick 

back up. 

 Referring to the literature review, it appears that Pinchbeck’s notion of story as a “tool which enables 

us to create an experience, in the same way that physics enables us to create an experience, in the same 

way that AI does” (Onyett, 2012) is particularly accurate. As suggested, games are systems, “organisations 

of related elements that work together to produce a result” (Barry, 2010: pp. 107). Every single narrative 

delivery method is part of those systems, and as such any decision around the implementation of narrative 

has a bearing on the delicately balanced equation of a modern videogame. When this equation is in balance, 
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we have narrative assonance and diegetic immersion. When the equation is out of balance, the player 

experiences ludonarrative dissonance and a break in immersion, diminishing the effectiveness of the game.

 The findings suggest that when studios understand the implication of the use of narrative delivery 

methods in their games, they are best able to combine narrative and gameplay in a way that is assonant, 

and preserves immersion. Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012), with its simple gameplay mechanics, uses 

artifacts and non-formal  narrative delivery to deliver crucial plot information because thechineseroom 

understood that the player has the time and inclination to seek this information out. In contrast Dead Space 2 

(Visceral Games, 2011) and Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Games, 2011) are too full  of content for 

crucial  information to be communicated through artifacts and non-formal narrative delivery; the player would 

never be able to find the signal through all of the noise. Instead these games use interesting and exciting 

scripted sequences, which balance player agency with narrative assonance, to communicate key plot 

information in novel and exciting ways. Ineffective narrative and gameplay interactions occur when studios 

aren’t mindful  of these fine details. For example, Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011) is guilty of not 

communicating its themes through its gameplay mechanics, presenting instead a somewhat formulaic  action 

shooter which doesn’t provide the player the same amount of diegetic  immersion as Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 

2012), which skilfully reinforces narrative themes with gameplay mechanics.

 Of note, and a potential subject for further research, is the relative importance of these moments of 

ineffective gameplay and narrative interaction. A surprise outcome from the interviews was the opinion that 

“only a tiny proportion of people are ever going to worry about [narrative dissonance] unless it is totally 

egregious” (JP). Research that quantified how many players were concerned by these issues and the level 

of impact they had on players’ enjoyment of a game would help designers to focus on these issues (or not) 

and provide better overall game experiences. It does not diminish the choice to use narrative assonance as 

a measure of judging effective narrative and gameplay interaction, but finding out just how much this matters 

to players has significant implications for studios. 

 DP summarises this best by suggesting that “games are architected for giving people experiences 

and everything serves that purpose”. Narrative and gameplay play a significant role in defining player 

experience, but they should not be thought of as separate. It has been demonstrated here that they interact 

constantly and in ways which are very hard to predict. Whilst the significance of these interactions does 

require further research, it is clear that when agency and narrative assonance are in balance, and the player 

is fully diegetically and non-diegetically immersed, then games can provide exciting gameplay and 

fascinating narrative, combined in unique experiences.
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Appendix A: Case Study Template

Game Title

Release Year
Developer: Studio Name
Publisher: Publisher Name

Format tested: 

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre
Audience
Unique Selling Point/s
Core Mechanics
Secondary Mechanics
Controls
Player Arrangement
Objectives
Outcomes
Game Structure
Level Structure
Player Motivation
Rewards
Scripting
Game Systems

Narrative DetailsNarrative Details
Genre
USP
Setting
Themes
Plot Synopsis
Backstory
Other Plot Facts
Ending
Characters
Traditional Narrative Delivery Techniques
Story Structure
Narrative Delivery Methods
Emotions
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Appendix B: Batman: Arkham City (Rocksteady Studios, 2011) Case Study

Batman: Arkham City

2011
Developer: Rocksteady Studios
Publisher: Warner Brothers Interactive Entertainment

Format tested: PlayStation 3

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre 3rd Person Action Game
Audience Players aged fifteen and up
Unique Selling Point/s •Play as Batman

•Explore Gotham City
Core Mechanics Three phases of gameplay

•Combat
•Timing, rhythm and reaction based combat
•Methodical
•Use Batman’s gadgets
•Designed to get maximum combos, feels very much like being

Batman
•Explorations

•Uses gadgets
•Gliding

•Stealth
•Different enemy AI
•Different enemy proposition - guns, quicker death for Batman
•Stealth rooms allow Batman to interact in different ways
•Clearly flagged

Secondary Mechanics Character upgrades
Collecting Riddler trophies

•Using gadgets for different purposes
•Puzzle solving
•Rewarded with backstory

Information
•Using gadgets

Controls Complex
Lots of Modifiers

•Square = Punch
•Hold L2 + Square = Gadget Attack

Player Arrangement Single Player
Player controls multiple characters

•Batman + Catwoman
•Controls the same

Majority of the game played as Batman
Objectives Main game

•Story End
New Game + 

•Upgrading Batman to maximum
Secondary Quests

•Catch the Riddler
•Not necessary for game completion
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Outcomes Single Ending
or
Player Death (impermanent)

Game Structure Contiguous Overworld
With dungeons, only accessible when Batman has the right gadgets
Could argue that the game is a modified domain structure, where the central 
hub is huge
and the narrative determines what dungeons accessible

•Some narrative beats render areas inaccessible for periods of the game
Level Structure Scripted Actions

Linear
Player Motivation Hopefully in line with Batman

Story Completion
Upgrading central character
100%-ing the game

•Completing all the side missions
Rewards Ending Cutscenes

True Story
Additional Costumes
3D models and rewards, accessed through in game menus

Scripting Huge volume of scripted content
•The shark
•Background Chatter
•Numerous submissions
•Levels changing as the player progresses

Sequences where movement and play options restricted
•Different animations sets - Bruce Wayne opening
•Pre-scripted fight results

Some sequences which are scripted platform sections
Game Systems Numerous AI systems for different enemy encounters

Physics systems
Narrative DetailsNarrative Details

Genre Comic Book
Action

USP Play as Batman
Fight against Batman’s rogue gallery

Setting Fictional
Gotham City
DC universe

•semi-realistic, earthbound locations
•Gotham City a parallel to New York

Lots of familiar Bat locations
•Ace Chemical
•The Iceburg Lounge

Themes Conflict
Desperation
Duality of Man

Plot Synopsis A district of Gotham has been made into a prison
Those opposing the prison are locked up, including Bruce Wayne
Batman tries to shut down prison from the inside
Gets poisoned by Joker
Two story threads combine, Batman cures himself whilst shutting down the 
prison
Ra’s Al Ghul behind everything
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Backstory All Batman lore to this point lends weight to player expectation of character
Previous game in the series

•Joker poisoned
•Arkham island as a prison

Character bios available
Other Plot Facts Numerous DLC spinoffs
Ending Single Ending

Joker dies
Batman cured
Twist
Villains running Arkham City

Characters Batman
Joker
Catwoman
Riddler
Range of Batman enemies
Hugo Strange

Traditional Narrative 
Delivery Techniques

Batman poisoned to increase jeopardy
•Story implies a time pressure, when in fact there is none

Twists and turns regularly
•Serialised structurem similar to comics
•Regular big plot beats

Symbolism
•Cain and Abel vs. Joker and Batman

Character switching at cliffhangar moments
Story Structure Linear

•Surprising, because city feels built to explore
•Narrative seems built to channel

Gated
Narrative Delivery 
Methods

Cutscenes
•Some lengthy, some short
•All in the game engine
•Cutscenes often force failure

Dialogue
•Main characters
•Overheard
•Radios
•phones

Artifacts
Symbolism
Non-formal
Scripting

Emotions Excitement
Cool
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Appendix C: Dear Esther (thechineseroom, 2012) Case Study

Dear Esther

2012
Developer: thechineseroom
Publisher: thechineseroom

Format tested: PC Steam

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre First person adventure game
Audience 12 and over
Unique Selling Point/s Very few game mechanics

An almost game which tells a vivid story
Nothing else like it

Core Mechanics Walking and looking
No other controls or things to do

•Player moves through the world and the story is fed to them
LIttle agency, because of little control

Secondary Mechanics None
•Torch used in caves and houses, but not activated or controlled 

by the player
•Ups the tension

Controls Keyboard to move
Mouse to look
Feel defenceless

Player Arrangement Single player
Objectives Move through the world, experience the story
Outcomes One ending

No death
Game Structure Linear

Built of four levels
Level Structure Linear paths

•Some dead ends, but not branching because only one exit and 
entrance
to the level
Levels corral the player
Always aiming at the red beacon
Text ties in to where you are

•references heights, locations
Beautiful

Player Motivation What happens next?
What is going on?

•Answers to questions
•Linking objects and text and visuals to understand the story

Rewards The ending
Answers

Scripting Dialogue scripted to load at certain points
•Dialogue randomly picked from three options

Appearance of “ghosts” at random points
•Vary on each playthrough

Low key atmospherics
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Game Systems The story system
•Which pieces of story are you going to get?
•How many ghost appearances?
•Depending on how they vary, the game could feel more like a 

ghost story and less like a psychological exploration and vice versa
Narrative DetailsNarrative Details

Genre Ghost story
Psychological exploration 

USP Explores unhappiness
Story is the sole reason to play, all the rest of the mechanics have been 
removed
Each player will get there own story

•random selections
•Interpret the truth

Setting Remote island
Themes Loss

Grief
Death
Unhappiness
Isolation

Plot Synopsis A letter is written to a lady called Esther
The central character hears that back whilst he walks over an island
Narrator is Esther’s husband, she dies in a car accident
Story is a metaphor for a man’s journey through grief
Quite oblique at the beginning

•Comes together later
Backstory None
Other Plot Facts None
Ending Interpretable

•Player character leaps from the radio tower, apparently to his death
•Player becomes a bird as they fall
•Metaphor for escaping soul

Only cutscene
Characters Player character

The ghosts
Only other characters mentioned in text

•Esther
•Paul
•Jacobsen
•Donnelly

Traditional Narrative 
Delivery Techniques

Dialogue (narration)
•Often florid and overwritten

Story Structure Linear
•Randomised elements
•Each “gate” picks one of three pieces of dialogue and plays 

only one
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Narrative Delivery Methods Symbolism
•Again, apophenia

Wall Paintings
•Chemical Symbols
•Car parts
•Bible passages
•Ghosts
•Player looking for ghosts

Environmental effects
•Everything is giving clues to the story
•Links to symbolism

Apophenia
•Filling the void left by sparse controls and visuals
•Seeing ghosts in lamp posts and rocks
•Pareidolia

No true emergence, interactions of systems
Cutscene at the end

Emotions Creeping dread
Fear
Creepy
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Appendix D: Dead Space 2 (Visceral Games, 2011) Case Study

Dead Space 2

Release: 2011
Developer: Visceral Games
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Format tested: PlayStation 3

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre Action Adventure

Survival Horror
3rd Person Shooter

Audience Players over 18
Unique Selling Point/s The removable limbs mechanic

•Players are encouraged and rewarded for shooting limbs off 
enemies

•Limbs can be picked up and shot back at enemies
Core Mechanics Shooting

•Weapons are tools, linked to Isaac being an engineer
•Action very fast, player can shoot with precision
•Lots of ammunition

Gravity weapons
•Kinesis - pick up objects
•Stasis - slow and freeze enemies

Anti-gravity sections
•Flight
•3D puzzles

Secondary Mechanics Live inventory
•displayed as a suit hologram

Upgrades
•Shop
•Weapons bench
•All contextual within the game
•No leaving the game to go to menu screens

Collecting audio/text logs
•And upgrade nodes

Some unlocking minigames
•Open locked doors and vents
•The eyeball

Collect ammunition by stamping on corpses
All interactions through smashing and stomping

Controls Left stick moves
Right stick looks
Face buttons are quick access to inventory items
Trigger buttons shoot
Also modify

•Triangle = Use stasis battery powerup
•L2 + Triangle = Stasis Gun

Player Arrangement Single player 
Separate multiplayer mode

Objectives Survive and complete the story
Mission objectives vary in context, but all comprise of killing all enemies and
using stasis/kinesis to solve puzzles
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Outcomes Complete level
Death and respawn at most recent checkpoint/save station

Game Structure Linear
Split into levels
Player constantly moving forward

•Routes often closed off
•Removed once, very creepy section

Level Structure Linear
A few dead end corridors
Map function provided by suit based hologram
Narrow, short corridors
Darkness
Restricted views
Lots of enemies
No safe place

•Enemies in the elevators
Odd item locations

•Flamethrower schematic in a classroom
Ishimura

•Change of pace, intentional?
Lots of locked doors

•Consistent with the world
•Steers player
•Makes the world feel bigger

Player Motivation Next upgrades
•Collecting power nodes makes it exciting to reach the 
next work bench

Satisfying, visual, gory combat
Story conclusion

Rewards New game plus
•A mode that allows the player to play the game again, at a 
harder difficulty, with all their upgrades from their completion

Ending cutscenes and narrative closure
Scripted Gameplay Many scripted moments

•Level on a moving drill
•Enemies often activated by running through certain points

Lots of story communicated in game engine
•Not quite cutscenes, but scripted camera cases where the player 
loses control of Isaac so story information can be communicated

Small moments, like steam firing out of vents, to make a jump
Game Systems Advanced physics systems

AI systems which vary depending on which limbs are detached from enemies
•Not clever, most enemies run right at the player
•Enhances sense of panic

Narrative DetailsNarrative Details
Genre Horror

Science fiction
USP Narrative more standard

Interesting mythology, comprising religion and science fiction
Setting Science fiction

•Mining ships
•Space
•The future
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Themes Guilt
•Story tells the player that the character feels guilty, never clear that 
is the case

Redemption
Loss
Mental Illness

•Visions
•Hugely underused

Search for power
Good and evil
Similar to Hollywood action movie, in many ways

Plot Synopsis Isaac Clarke wakes up to find that he is being used to build alien markers 
which are evil and want to destroy life.
There are a number of factions all looking to control the marker, all 
want to kill Isaac.
Isaac struggles with his guilt over the loss of his girlfriend

•This involves a few dissociative breaks and mental ill-health
Isaac works through the space station, finds the marker and destroys it

•In the process, curing his mental illness
Story presents as a mystery, asking the player to work out what is real
Sometimes too ridiculous

•Plot holes in game logic
Backstory Plot from Dead Space 1

•Isaac Clarke is affected by an alien marker
•It has made him have visions
•He is being used by a scientist on Titan Station to build another 

alien marker
Other Plot Facts Most characters in the game have been introduced in earlier games, via a 

number of graphic novels or through downloadable games
•Some of the downloadable titles were for iOS and Android

Ending Cliffhangar ending
•The overseer talks about all of the other markers
•Small part of the bigger plan, addressed in the game’s sequel

Single ending
•Good finish, almost all loose ends tied up and Isaac back to normal
•Also gets the girl

Quite “standard” in the way it all comes together
Characters Isaac Clarke - Protagonist

•An engineer
Hans Tiedemann - Antagonist
Nolan Stross - NPC
Ellie Langford - NPC
Nicole - Ex girlfriend of Isaac, now dead

•Seen in visions
Traditional Narrative 
Delivery Techniques

Jumps and scares
Lots of sound effects coming from the “the next room”
Gruesome visuals and concepts
Standard horror tropes

•Stalked through dark space by killing machines
Return to an evil place

•Ishimura
Tight camera
Horror cliches

•The blood on the wall
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Story Structure Linear
•No doubling back
•Time runs in a straight line
•No flashback

Implied time pressure
•Madness and death
•No actual pressure on time

Narrative Delivery 
Methods

Logs
•Audio and text
•Presented as diaries, scientific logs, emails

Video messages
•Displayed using Isaac suits
•Holograms
•Present story through dialogue and images

Dialogue
•Radio messages
•Cutscenes
•Video messages

Scripted sections
•The airlocks
•Changes the controls

Cutscenes
•In engine
•Camera often very close
•Few bigger sequences around the end of the game
•Accessed through computer terminals
•Some quick time events

Emotions Fear
Panic
Confusion

•Sometimes intentional, sometimes not.
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Appendix E: Heavy Rain (Quantic Dream, 2010) Case Study

Heavy Rain

2010
Developer: Quantic Dream
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment

Format tested: PlayStation 3

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre Self-proclaimed “interactive drama” 

Very unique, by modern standards, particularly for big budget console games
Audience Ages 15 and over
Unique Selling Point/s Interactive drama

Gameplay linked directly to the action
Motion control support

Core Mechanics Player responding to on-screen prompts
Branching story effect, depending on how successfully player responds
to on screen prompts

•Some implicit choice mechanics in certain sections
•No meter, just player judgement
•Moments of consequence
•Blended with moments inconsequence
•Player not able and not encouraged to work the system for specifics
•Tied to the branching narrative 

Small actions from player rewarded with big animations
Occasionally successful inputs appear to have negative outcomes

•Can break immersion as you think “what happened?”
•Negative positives

•Game undermines its mechanics brilliantly to deliver story
Secondary Mechanics Nothing to speak of

No inventory, no maps
There are some timed sections

•Timer is hidden, implied by the narrative context
Shaky symbols reflect the character’s state of mind

•Heightens pressure
Controls Various - linked to actions

Press buttons
Hold button combinations
Motion gestures
Rapid button presses
Reactions presses

•Simple inputs perform complex on-screen movements
Player Arrangement Single player

Player controls four characters at varying points
Objectives Defined by the story

•Finding the origami killer
•Finding Ethan Mars’ son

Getting the best result in each scene
•Linked to “better” endings
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Outcomes Depends on the context of the scene
•Possible for characters to die
•The story will continue
•Could be a closer character relationship
•Could be getting all the clues at a crime scene

Not a traditional “lives” structure
•Very harsh - often one try at a challenge

Game Structure Broken into a series of “scenes” which function as levels
•Some are essentially on a timer
•Some are finished by the player
•first scene a tutorial
•Used to show player the meaningful nature of their actions

Scenes always experienced in the same order
•The exception being if characters are allowed to die
•The content of the scenes can differ wildly depending on what has
gone before and player decisions

Level Structure Short, quick scenes
Scenes tend to be small rooms and areas to be explored

•Characters move slowly
•Player controlled

Some sequences are more action orientated
•Player controlled
•Different speeds
•Ethan’s crawl through the glass

Some levels are basically interactive cutscenes
•Really calls into questions what is a level
•What a level needs to be to support story

Later scenes much darker, in line with mood
•Weather linked with mood
•Rustier , more beaten up locations the further through the game

Very inspired by movies like Se7en
•The typewriter scene

Player Motivation Emotional attachment to the characters
Solving the mystery

Rewards The solution of the story
Different endings, depending on player success

Scripting Massive amounts of scripted events which relate to the story
Game Systems Player choice

Story branching
Narrative DetailsNarrative Details

Genre Thriller
Murder Mystery

USP Interactive drama
Each player will experience their own version of the story
The USP is closely tied to the gameplay

•It is a unique experience
Setting Present day

Gritty
Fictional American City

•Boston and New York accents imply east coast
Rainy weather

•Linked to title and the story
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Themes Father’s love for son
Family
Split personalities

•Mirrored in the four character control set up
Secrets/secrecy
Morality
Perceptions
Permanence
Accountability for actions

Plot Synopsis Genuinely interesting story
A father loses a son to a killer and is given a chance to save him
A journalist is looking for a killer
An FBI agent is searching for a killer
A private detective is also searching for a killer

The four stories overlap
There is a significant twist, where one of the player characters turns out to be 
the killer
The plot varies player by player

Backstory Introduced in the middle of the game
•The player controls the detective when he was a child, though that 

              is not definitively known at the time.
Minimal really, the story is basically self-contained

Other Plot Facts Covered elsewhere
Ending Varies

Better performance in each scene improves the end result for the four main
characters

•Though can perform well lose characters because of tiny 
              mistakes right at the end

•Different moments have different weights
Characters Ethan Mars

•Father
Scott Shelby

•Killer, known after twist
Norman Jayden

•FBI Agent
Madison Page

•Journalist
A large cast of other characters

•Policeman
•The typewriter shop owner

Traditional Narrative 
Delivery Techniques

Dialogue
•Very cinematic delivery
•Voice acted
•Access to the characters “thoughts”
•Occasionally clunky - The Junkyard

Some text to analyse
•ARI interface

A range of film techniques
•Splitscreen
•Filter changes

Plot twists
Red herrings

•Some never explained
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Story Structure Structured around increasing rainfall
By and large told linearly in time
Story moves between the four main characters, with players controlling 
scenes with each one
Time moves along and is measured by rainfall

•High rain means that Ethan Mars’ son will die
Dream sequence
A couple of flashbacks, in place to give clues to the player as to killer
identity
Four parallel stories
Information relayed to the player as characters find it

Narrative Delivery Methods Dialogue
•Very cinematic delivery

Camera angles used to deliver the story that the developer wants
Some text to analyse

•ARI interface
Cutscenes

•Indistinguishable from gameplay
•Some purely expositional
•Never know when the player will be called into action

Emotions Fear
Loss
Investment in the characters
Panic
Touching

•Ethan’s park scene with son
•Draws on real experience
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Appendix F: Mass Effect 3 (Bioware, 2012) Case Study

Mass Effect 3

2012
Bioware
Electronic Arts

Format tested: PlayStation 3

Gameplay DetailsGameplay Details
Genre 3rd person action/RPG shooter. Very much a hybrid
Audience Ages fifteen and up
Unique Selling Point/s Choice mechanics which provide player different outcomes to their actions
Core Mechanics Three separate game types

Shooting Game
•occurs in varying levels which change throughout the course of
the game
•Shooting mechanics

Political Game
•happens on only two: The Citadel and The Normandy
•Conversing with characters and forming relationships

Meta game
•Collecting items and completing missions which contribute to 
the war asset meter
•Using the space map
•Making “grey” decisions

Secondary Mechanics Upgrading weapons
Leveling up
Experience points
Squad choices
Power choices
Team controls and instructions
Reputation system

•Paragon and Renegade
•Tied to character type
•Also to reward and make gameplay easier
•Conflict of interest

“Relationships” with other characters
Fish tank
Dialogue choices

•The dialogue wheel
•Positions linked to paragon/renegade system

Controls Left stick moves
Right stick looks
Triggers for shooting, powers and team controls

Player Arrangement Single player game with a multiplayer component which effects single player
outcome

•Playing the multiplayer raises “galactic readiness” percentage.
Higher the percentage, the more troops taken into the final battle
and the more likely it is that the central charactersurvives

Objectives Aligned with story
Broadly on shooting levels it is killing enemies, on political levels it is
accumulating new missions in order to win favour
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Outcomes End of the story
Game Structure Linear central quests, completed in sequence

•Events can vary depending on player decisions
After each central quest/mission has been completed, new optional quests 
open up

•Some also close off if not completed
•Side quests are picked up when passing NPCs
•Also from emails to central character

Some side missions re-introduce surviving characters from Mass Effect 1 and 2
•Again, depends on choices made in previous games as to who survived
and died

Level Structure Shooting game
•Linear levels
•Quick, fast paced

Political game
•Non-linear, constructed city

Meta game
•Joke about sensible ship design

Player Motivation Level up
Complete story
Creating own character
Pursuing relationships

Rewards Completion of story
Character upgrades

Scripting Huge amounts of scripting and effects
NPC animations

•Often limited in amounts - lots of repeated animations, particularly on
The Citadel

Game Systems Some hidden
•How choices effect story

Some explicit
•How choices effect you moral stnading
•Paragon/renegade

Narrative DetailsNarrative Details
Genre Space Opera

Science fiction
USP Persistent characters across the series of three games

Story influenced by choice
•Some tough choices

Setting The future
The Milky Way galaxy, occupied by humans and a number of aliens

Themes Teamwork
Love
Friendship
Man vs. machine

Plot Synopsis In the face of an alien/machine invasion, one man builds a team to stop the
advance and save all life in the universe

Backstory Each player’s backstory will be slightly different, as many plot points in ME3
depend on choices made in ME1 and 2.
Persistent
The Journal

•Incredible levels of detail available but optional
Other Plot Facts Early appearance of baddies

Death of child early on for emotional impact
•Undermined my stretchy time
•attempts at emotional impact
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Ending Shepherd dies alone
Says his goodbyes
Slightly out of step with the rest of the series

Characters Shepherd is broadly defined
•Could be male or female
•Actions affect the look

Traditional Narrative 
Delivery Techniques

Movie plotting
Some cutscenes and camera cases

Story Structure Linear central story arc
•Degree of flexibility as secondary missions can be done in varied order

Precise events vary, but locations and sequence of locations the same
Stretchy time

Narrative Delivery Methods Dialogue
•Direct
•Overheard conversations
•Interactive dialogue
•Cutscene dialogue

Cutscene
•Some have player interactions
•Often lengthy and heavily expositional

Text logs
•In the form of diaries, communications, emails

Overheard conversations
Frequently contextual menus

•Shepherds computer
•Weapons desk

Choices
•Some clear cut choices, some morally grey
•Linked to paragon/renegade system, which shapes 
dialogue and cutscenes

Emotions Attachments to particular characters
Respect Garrus
Protect Liara
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